The author locates poles for Eisenstein series on algebraic groups SL W (Δ), where n 6 N and Δ is an arbitrary finite dimensional division algebra over a number field. An explicit family of nonholomorphic functions, which include series of arbitrary level, is characterized. Each series E(z, s) is induced from a character on a maximal parabolic. For each E(z, s) in the family, there is an explicit product Λ(s) of Γ-functions, L-functions and a polynomial term such that A(s)E(z, s) has only simple poles in the s variable.
Introduction. Let F be a number field and let Δ be a finite dimensional central division F-algebra. Let oo denote the infinite primes of F, and for i/Goo, let F v denote a completion of F and identify A u = Δφ^iv with a matrix ring over R, C or H, accordingly. (We refer to v as a real, complex or quaternionic prime of Δ, respectively.) Let m, n e N, and consider algebraic groups over F For Γ c G(F) a congruence subgroup, the sum (5) E(z 9 s;Γ)= converges for Re(s) >> 0, and has the property that E(az, s Γ) = 2?(z, s; Γ) for each a G Γ. Moreover, the sum has a meromorphic extension to all s G C. We are seeking precise information on the location and order of poles of such series. Difficulties arise from considering non-trivial level. The meromorphic nature of an Eisenstein series can be resolved by computing its constant terms with respect to parabolic subgroups. However, as the level increases, so does the number of cusps. More importantly, the required integrations do not fit a clear pattern, even though local integrals at primes away from the level are classified. In this paper, we exploit a different approach.
Instead of working directly with the series E(z, s Γ), we introduce a family of series E(z, s ψ, b). Here, b is a "level" and ψ is a Hecke character of this conductor. In fact, To find A(s ψ, b), we compute the entire Fourier expansion of E(z, s ψ, b) with respect to one specific parabolic subgroup. The particular expansion happens to be simple to calculate. Terms indexed by smaller Bruhat cells, which appear in expansions for conjugate parabolics, vanish for the expansion in question. The set of poles of E(z, s ψ, b) is the union of the sets of poles for the coefficient functions.
E(z, s ψ, b) is constructed adelicly. Its precise definition is in §2, and the formula for A(s ψ, b) is given in (4.27). Our main result is Theorem 4.2. Our method is a variation on the program developed by Shimura in [11] and [12] , and supplemented by this author in [6] , to study Eisenstein series for congruence subgroups on symplectic and special unitary groups. Section 1 states our conventions for going from global to adelic notions of automorphicity. Lemma 1.1 extends [12; Lemma 1.4] to a broad class of algebraic groups. Section 2 introduces the series E(z, s ψ, b) and proves a summation formula analogous to [12; Proposition 2.4]. Section 3 recalls work of Bengtsen [2] on confluent hypergeometric functions which arise as local integrals in our case. In §4, we compute Fourier coefficients and determine the relevant factor A(s). When ψ = 1, ζ-functions appear in our formulas and additional simple poles occur.
Geometric conventions and a lemma.
We begin with conventions on adelization. Let F be a number field. Denote the set of nonarchimedean (or "finite") primes of F by f, and denote the remaining (or "finite") primes by oo. For v a prime of F, let F v denote a localization of F at v, and let | \ v be the normalized absolute value on F v . For i?CFa subring (usually the ring of integers of F) and p G f, let R p denote the closure of R in F p . Let A and A f denote the rings of F-adeles and of finite .F-adeles, respectively.
Let R C F be the ring of integers of F, and let G be an algebraic group defined over R. For B a commutative i?-algebra, denote thê -rational points of G by G(B). We let " G" signify both the algebraic group and the group of "global" points G(F). For v e oo U f, put G v = G(F U ). We also have topological groups
Identify GA with G^ x Gf. For α e GA , we let a p , a^ and α f denote the projections of a \o G p , Goo and Gf, respectively. Suppose Δ is a finite dimensional central simple F-algebra. There is an order of Δ which is a free i?-module; fixing a choice of basis for such an order, we can represent GL W (Δ) for n e N as the i 7 -rational points of an algebraic group. We apply the above conventions to GL W (Δ) (as well as any algebraic subgroup of products of such matrix groups). The actual choice of order will not affect our work. For v a prime of F, put A v = Δ ®p F v if v e f, and S is an order of Δ, let 5^=5 Θi? R u denote the closure of S in A u .
We quickly review the link between adelic and global approaches to automorphic forms.
Let G be a (discrete) group which acts on a topological space S) on the left. A factor of automorphy (with respect to the action) is a function j: G x 9) -• C* such that (1.2.a) j(a, z) is continuous in the variable zEή, (1.2.b) j(e, z) = 1 for all z e f) and e the identity of G, and (1.2.c) y(α/?, z) =7(α, β -z)j(β, z) for all a, β G G and z e 9). Let ^ be the set of functions from ft to C. For /c e Z, there is a right action by G on ^ given by
for all/eiS QGG, and z e #.
We write f\a for /|^α when the context is clear. If Γ is a subgroup of G and f\a = f for all a e Γ, then we say that / is Γ-invariant or that / is an automorphic form of weight k with respect to Γ. The space of Γ-invariant forms is denoted by e/#(Γ). If j is a factor of automorphy, then so is j k we only refer to "weight k " to emphasize the factor j rather than simply regard j k as an abstract factor of automorphy.
Next, consider G a topological group which acts continuously on a space 9), a fixed element of i in fj, and G and X subgroups of G. Let C be the stabilizer of i, and assume that (1.4) G acts transitively on #, X is a closed normal subgroup of G, XC = G, and XG is dense in G.
The adelic situation arises as follows: Begin with an algebraic group Go over a field
Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of X, and put S) = X/K and i = K € S). These choices satisfy (1.4) provided that G$ has a Strong Approximation Property. In the above context, let j be a continuous factor of automorphy G x fj -• ft. Let ^ be the set of open subgroups U of G which contain X and for which U/X is compact. Define a congruence subgroup of G to be any subgroup Γ = G n U where U e %. For £/ G ^, let J?(U) be the set of continuous functions F:
There is a bijective correspondence between *S?(U) and the set of automorphic functions with respect to Γ = G Π U determined by the property that
If Γ is a congruence subgroup, then the only U G ^ for which Γ = GnU is (7 = XT. Let J? = \J Ue^^f (U) and J[ = Ut/^^^0 ^) τ h e identifications in (1.6) determine abijection θ between Jz? 7 and Λf. There is a right action by G on ,/ given by | \, and this induces an action on Sf. Suppose that G = Ixίί for some group H in the adelic case, put H = G 0 (A f ). Then for / G JT, α G G, and JF = θ(/), the function θ(/|α) is x h-> F(xα^1) where α// is the projection of a into if.
The Proof. The only non-triviality is the claim that the factored map of θ to P(F)\Gf/C 0 is injective. Let x, y e C? f so θ(x) = θ(y), and we must show that x e P(jF)yCo. By hypothesis (1.7.a) and definition of cl(Af), there exists m e M(F) such that ε JyP (mx) = e JiP (y) for each j and each p e f thus, we may assume that ε 7>p (x) = ε jyP (y) for each 7 and p. Express For each 7, Λ^7 extends to an algebraic homomorphism P -• AΓJ defined over F by Nj(U) = {1}. By assumption, there is c € C = Mf Π CQ for which Nj(xc) = Nj{ή) for every 7 . Observe that xc = (mc)(c~1wc)(c~1ωc). Without changing double cosets, we may assume x = mu,y = nυ and iV)(ra) = Nj(n) for every 7 .
Let N be the homomorphism of (1.8). Now xy~ι e Ker(JV)ft/f and Ker(iV) and (7 are where a, b and d are « x n blocks, M is the Levi factor of P and N is the homomorphism [g ^] -• det(<i). Now suppose F is a number field, Δ a finite dimensional simple F-algebra, and τ\, ... , r k e N. Putr = Σy =1 η, G = SL r (Δ) and let P be the subgroup of matrices of the form (1.11) . . . where cij e GL ry (Δ) for each j.
Let M be the subset of P of matrices whose over-diagonal blocks are all 0. For each j e {1, ... , k}, let Nj be the function on P which maps a matrix as given in (1.11) to det(α ; ). If (1.12) either Γj > 1 for all j or Δ splits at each I/GOO, then any subset of k -1 of the functions {Nj} determines a normaccessible tuple. In this paper, we only work in the latter case when k = 2.
2. Eisenstein series from maximal parabolic subgroups of SL m . Fix a number field F, and let f and oo be the sets of finite and infinite primes of F, respectively. Denote the ring of integers of F by iJ. Let Δ be a finite-dimensional central division F -algebra and let S be a choice of maximal order of Δ. Hereafter we use the conventions of § 1. Assign to each I/GOO a ring isomorphism from A» with Af fl (R), M a (C) or Af β (H), accordingly. We freely identify matrices over Δ^ with matrices over the appropriate algebra R, C or EL For m, n e N, let
where equality is both as an algebraic group and as F-rational points. Whenever we express an a matrix in G mn as \ Extend TV to characters on P m^n and P~n by setting it to be trivial on unipotent matrices. For the rest of this section, we fix a choice of m, n e N and omit subscripts. We make the restriction that (2.4) Standing Hypothesis: If there is v £ oo so A u « H, then neither m nor ΛZ is 1.
For ι/ e oo u f, let
where /? is the involution idR, complex conjugation or the main involution of H, if Δi/ is a matrix over R, C, or H, respectively. Put Coo = ΓLGOC C v and C f = Π pef C p . Put « = C^/G^^i = C^ in β, and let C?A act on f) by α zCoo = (αooZ)Coo . where z G ij and 5 G C. More precisely, the summation on the right is known to converge absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of ήxC on which Re(s) is sufficiently large; the corresponding function has a meromorphic continuation to all of ήxC. When dealing with such sums, we prove results by performing formal manipulations which are valid where convergence is absolute and uniform, and then deduce our claims from uniqueness of meromorphic continuation. Clearly E(z, s Γ) is automorphic in z with respect to the Γ and the trivial factor of automorphy j(a, z) -1. Using the conventions of §1 with G = GA acting on ft and X = G^ > we establish a bijection from automorphic forms on ft with respect to subgroups of G with automorphic forms on G A . Let E*(x, s; Γ) denote the adelic form ofE(z,s;Γ).
Next, we define a family of adelic functions. For a Hecke character on ψ on {F*) A , we denote by ψ p9 ψoo , and ψf the restrictions of ψ to subgroups F* , F^ and Ff , respectively. [ Proof. In the case Δ = R, the functions k(h, m, n, s) are special examples of the " .K-Bessel" functions studied by Bengtson [2] and Terras [14] . When h = 0 or h is invertible, the lemma can be verified using [14; §4.2.2, Theorem 2]. The previous lemmas show how the calculation can be reduced to these two extreme cases. The proofs in [2] and [14] easily generalize to the cases Δ = C and H, although some of the relevant constants must be changed. Define χ on F\ to be the product of the local characters of (4.1). For m G N, and B a finite dimensional central simple F-algebra, extend χ to M m {B&) (respectively, χ v to M m {B v ) for v a prime) by composing the character above with the reduced trace function. We freely denote any and all of these characters by χ.
Let m, n, e N. Set
where the quotient is taken with respect to addition. For Δ equal either ΔA or A p for a prime v , the pairing
induces a canonical identification of M w>m (Δ) with the character group of Af m>π (Δ). Also, for Δ = ΔA the pairing also induces an identification of Mn 9 m(A) with the character group of M mίn (A). Also, for Δ = ΔA the pairing also induces an identification of M n^m (A) c M n^m (Ap,) with the character group of Q(m, «).
For z/ E oo U f, let μ = μ v be the Haar measure on A v which is self-dual with respect to the identification of A u with its character group. Then μ = μ A = ΓLeoouf/^ ^s self-dual on ΔA. Define μ on M m^n {A) to be the product of the coordinate measures. Also let μ denote the measure induced on Q(m, n) (this is the Haar measure such that μ (Q(m ,n) 
Suppose / is a function on G m>w; A which is automorphic with respect to the trivial factor of automorphy. The function 
where h p denotes h regarded as a matrix over F p for p a prime. The local integrals are of three types:
Infinite Primes: The integral at v e oo is a AΓ-Bessel function of the type discussed in §3. It has a meromorphic continuation which is an entire function times where a = σ/σ^, t; = min{m, n}, u = max{m, n}, and K = 1 if Δj, « M σ (R) and ?c = 2 otherwise . by q~ι^s = ε p (τ(x), 5), and then / factors mod (M nim (S p 
)).
The local integral becomes We can now extract L-factors from (4.9). Fix v = min{m, n} and u = max{m, ή). Let h e L(m, n;b 9 p), and set r = rank Δ (/z). Outside a finite set of primes, the local factor at a finite prime p contains a local factor for We may express c(h, y 9 s) times a finite product of polynomials in powers q~s (from Theorem 4.1), a ratio of Jz?-functions similar to (4.19) ? a holomorphic function derived from the Bessel functions of Theorem 3.3, and the following ratio of Γ-factors:
where ooo = ooi = 0 unless 2|σ. Define The product of the last expression with the Γ-factors of the ^-functions can be expressed as a product of Γ-functions with shifted arguments.
After tedious calculation, with special attention to the constant term h = 0, we can summarize with: DEFINITION For m , n e N, put 
